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Wales Walking Routes - with Walking maps - GPS Cycle Routes A WALK THROUGH WALES offers a day-by-day account of Anthony Bailey's spring backpacking trip through western Wales. His route ran a jagged course from Machynlleth over the mountains to Aberystwyth. Bailey's account is accompanied by a series of walking maps and GPS cycle routes. As an introduction, the author describes the walking routes and offers advice on how to use the maps and GPS cycle routes. Bailey's account is accompanied by a series of walking maps and GPS cycle routes.

Wales Walking Routes - with Walking maps - GPS Cycle Routes A WALK THROUGH WALES offers a day-by-day account of Anthony Bailey's spring backpacking trip through western Wales. His route ran a jagged course from Machynlleth over the mountains to Aberystwyth. Bailey's account is accompanied by a series of walking maps and GPS cycle routes. As an introduction, the author describes the walking routes and offers advice on how to use the maps and GPS cycle routes. Bailey's account is accompanied by a series of walking maps and GPS cycle routes.